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Abstract  

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) is the public 

agency in Sweden with responsibility to overview the conditions of the 

environment and the policies related to the environmental monitoring data. 

Nowadays, observation data are stored in several different data models in this 

organization, leading to difficulties in finding, understanding and consequently 

using data in terms of analysis and management of environmental issues. One 

common model that uniformly structures observation data could largely make it 

easier for decision makers to find the required information. The aim of this study 

is to build an interoperable data model for environmental monitoring observation 

in Naturvårdsverket based on OGC-SWE standard formats. The proposed solution 

relies on Sensor Web architecture, which is the set of data model definitions and 

web service specifications. Also, this methodology is based on open source 

components; therefor it is cost-effective for the users. The Service  Oriented  

Architecture  (SOA)  is  used  to  create  a  uniform  model  by using 

communication protocols such as Extensible Markup Language (XML) and 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). The primary findings of the thesis is that 

when the observation is encoded into the standard format from the beginning, then 

it is easier to parse these documents and find the required information for the end-

users without knowing how these information are gathered and stored. The clients 

can send a request to the Sensor Observation Service (SOS) and receive the 

observation that is structured based on Observation and Measurements (O&M).  
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

A sensor network is a computer accessible network of many spatially distributed 

devices, which uses sensors to monitor conditions at different locations. In 

addition, it captures real-time information about environmental features. However, 

these networks of sensors are not connected to each other. This means that users 

cannot access the data from one convenient location; as a consequence, making an 

effective decision in a critical situation would be a challenging issue in the case of 

environmental monitoring.  

 

Figure 1.1, Sensor Network 

 

Sensor Web refers to web accessible sensor networks and archived sensor data 

that can be discovered and accessed using standard protocols and application 

program interfaces (APIs) [2].  
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Figure 1.2, Sensor Web concept 

 

Sensor Web can be used for environmental monitoring, transportation 

management, public safety, facility security, disaster management, industrial 

controls, facilities management and many other domains of activity. Using GIS as 

a platform for data visualization in combination with Sensor Web, decision 

makers are able to create systems for environmental monitoring and protection [5]. 

The purpose of environmental monitoring is: 1) to show how well environmental 

objectives can be met and 2) to help detect new environmental issues. The results 

are also of fundamental importance to environmental management in general, as 

the drafting and prioritization of environmental policies is based on the findings of 

environmental monitoring observations. Thus, regarding the importance of 

environmental monitoring in Naturvårdsverket, Swedish Environmental Protection 

Agency, the Sensor Web concept, in general, and more specifically, some of the 

Sensor Web Enablement’s (SWE) standards are implemented in this research 

work to see how these standards are suitable for environmental monitoring. While 

INSPIRE, establishment of an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe to 
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support community environmental policies which may have impact on the 

environment,   is foremost a Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI), SWE standards can 

be used to see how they can contribute accessing to the spatial data in a 

standardized way. The objective of INSPIRE is to allow for increased accessibility 

and interoperability within and between organizations and nations through the 

exchange of information in a standardized way. Thus, Naturvårdsverket tries to 

analyze SWE’s standards and implement these standards in its observation in 

order to contribute INSPIRE aims.   

Nowadays, observation data are stored in several different data models in 

Naturvårdsverket, leading to difficulties in finding, understanding and 

consequently using data. One common model that uniformly structures 

observation data provides efficient discovery, access and processing of sensor 

observations. This functionality, uniform data model, makes it easier and faster for 

analyzer to make a query. Therefore, the need to develop new technologies which 

brings new ways to improve the environmental monitoring and process is 

increasing. Thus, Sensor Web can be used to describe interoperability between 

autonomous sensor networks by providing a common data model. The increased 

use of Sensor Web technology is a trend in scientific research with wide use cases 

and implementation possibilities. SWE is the framework which creates the bridge 

between sensor network and the Internet. To store all observation in one standard 

format, SWE’s O&M standard is designed and implemented in a database. In 

Section 6, the O&M results would be presented. According to the results, O&M is 

the unique model that can be used in Naturvårdsverket to contribute INSPIRE 

goals, to have access to the spatial data in a standard format.  SWE framework is 

presented in Section 3, with some general information. The main body of this 

work, to evaluate and implement SOS and O&M, is described in Sections 4. 

Sensor ML results, SWE standard to describe sensor, are also shown in Section 4. 
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1.2 Environmental monitoring  

Environmental monitoring is a process carried out in order to monitor the quality 

of the environment in terms of checking the state of environment and studying 

trends and effects. It is used for assessment of environmental impacts as well as to 

find out how human activities can be harmful to the environment. The 

Environmental Protection Agency in Sweden (Naturvårdsverket) is responsible for 

performing the national as well as regional environmental monitoring in Sweden. 

This organization has the responsibility to collect, manage and make available the 

environmental monitoring data receiving from different data repositories such as 

SGU (Geological Survey of Sweden) which collects ground water chemistry data, 

SMHI (Swedish Meteorlogical and Hydrological Institute) which collects air 

quality data, IVL (Swedish Environmental Research Institute) which collects 

urban air quality data, SLU (The Swedish Agricultural University), and SMI 

(Swedish Institute for Infectious Disease Control) which collects bathing water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Naturvårdsverket 

SGU 

 

SMHI 

 

IVL SLU SMI 

Figure 1.3, Organizations that collect data for Naturvårdsverket 
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Each of these organizations provides different environmental observation. Using 

SWE framework, make it possible for the user to retrieve different information 

from different organizations that are stored at the convenient place with a standard 

format. The user only needs to find the observation of interest, rather than 

knowing how these data are stored.  Naturvårdsverket receives data in different 

formats; therefore, this causes challenges; for the users to retrieve required data. 

Most of the users intend to use data from multiple data hosts in a simple manner. 

Today it is only possible to search for the information in each of the data hosts. 

Therefore, each of these data hosts has its own website, which is not uniform. The 

technical environment mostly used for the entire data host consists of a database 

and a web page that allows the retrieval of the data in a specific/non-uniform 

format. To provide data using Web Services that can be used by other systems is 

not implemented yet. Due to the high volume of requests from different kinds of 

users, the Environmental Protection Agency is trying to transform all the data 

which is available in this organization to one standard format. O&M is the 

standard format of the OGC that provides the uniform model for all the 

observation and make it easier for the users to send a query and retrieve the 

required observation.  Providing the uniform format (O&M) for the data host and 

data values ensures that the data is of a high quality and those users of data can get 

help and support.  

1.3  Aim and scope 

This research work aims to evaluate the SWE standard’s suitability for 

environmental monitoring data. The SWE interfaces  allow  GIS  clients  to  

access  geospatial  data  without  knowing  how  these data are gathered or stored. 

The usability of this geospatial platform will allow access to the data by 

integrating the SOS with other OGC services –– Web Map Service (WMS), Web 

Feature Service (WFS), Web Processing Service (WPS) and Catalog Service for 

the Web (CSW).  
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The main objectives of this work are to:  

 Investigate whether the SWE standards are fit for the purpose; whether they 

provide a viable solution for environmental monitoring systems.   

 Evaluate the O&M and SOS standards for environmental monitoring data. 

 Design the data model based on O&M and implement it on the SOS database.  
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2 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

2.1 Background 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides some principles to increase 

interoperability between Web Services. Web Services are an implementation of 

SOA. As Figure 2.1 shows, a service consumer sends a request to the service 

provider and a response sends back after processing the request by a service. The 

service is well-defined functions. Indeed, the consumer software needs to know 

how to call this service as in what parameters or arguments are expected by the 

service. The service also needs to know how the response should look like. This is 

the whole concept of SOA which makes a communication between service 

consumer and service provider.  

 

Figure 2.1, SOA concept 

  

Collecting data and analyzing it by various kinds of sensor nodes, however, 

becomes a challenging task due to the lack of a uniform model.  As a result, the 

SOA is used to create a uniform model for discovering, describing, and 

exchanging information from heterogeneous platforms by using standard 
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technologies such as Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access 

Protocol (SOAP), Web Service Description Language (WSDL), and Universal 

Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI).  

 

Figure 2.2, Web Services as an implementation of SOA 

 

2.2 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 

SOAP is a communication protocol based on XML and allows exchanging 

information via HTTP to provide accessibility to the web services. “The main 

point of SOAP is to provide a standardized way to encode different protocols and 

interaction mechanism into XML documents that can be easily exchanged across 

the internet [6].” When SOAP is used over HTTP request, the massage would be 

an envelope that contains whatever necessary information. In the SOAP massage, 

the information is encoded into the specific style that is readable for the client and 

the server. It is not important to follow SOAP form of encoding since the 

document can be encoded to any style of XML schema for data structure. 
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Figure 2.3, A simple implementation of SOAP, [6] 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4, Clients can invoke Web services by exchanging SOAP messages, [6] 
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After data encoding, however, it is significant to analyze how the SOAP massage 

is transported over the network. Based on the request, SOAP can use GET or 

POST request to transfer information over the network [6]. In the Get request, it is 

possible to retrieve all the information from URI request. Get sends the request as 

parameters to the server using HTTP URL. An example of Get Capabilities 

request encoded using key-value pair (KVP) is given as the following: 

http://host[:port]/path?request=GetCapabilities&version=1.0.0&service=sos  

But post sends the request as a document structured in XML encoding to the 

server.  Generally, SOAP binding provides the ability for the client to interact with 

different services by using the standard encoding structure.  

 

2.3 Web Service Description Language (WSDL) 

WSDL is an XML document that describes SOAP messages and the way that 

these messages are exchanged over web. Generally, it describes service interfaces. 

WSDL service definitions provide some standardize ways for the communication 

protocols [6]. The service provider generates a system description and publishes 

on a certain directory using WSDL. On the other hand, the service consumer can 

send a query using SOAP protocol to this directory to find out what services are 

available and how to communicate with the provider (Figure 2.4).  
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3 Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) 

3.1 Background 

OGC is an industry consortium containing more than 300 members that are 

defining interoperable services for connecting sensors to the geospatial web. SWE   

is   an   OGC   initiative   that   has   seen   several   standards   and specifications 

emerge for describing sensors, encoding observation data and making these data 

available via standard web service interfaces. 

 

 

Figure 3.1, Sensor Web Enablement, [2] 

 

SWE standards framework brings new possibilities to discovery, exchange and 

processing of sensor observation. Since SWE provides the space-time variant 

information, the potential to use SDI and integrate it to sensor data has created. By 

means of SWE, a generic framework is created to develop standards to access and 

control sensor data and makes the spatial and temporal data and the metadata be 
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available in the Internet. Sensor Web has some requirements that all define 

different standards for SWE. All these operations are shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2, Sensor web Enablement Requirements 

 

3.2 The SWE standards framework  

The SWE standards frameworks are divided into two parts: 1. Information model 

2. Service model. The first model describes encoding conceptual languages in 

order to make available sensor observation into the Internet.  These languages 

define a standard format for spatial observation which comes from sensors. The 

second model, Service model, is a set of Web Service specifications that allow a 

client to search and find the required information. These services provide efficient 

discovery, access, and processing of sensor data.  

3.2.1 Information model 

The SWE information model consists of four interoperable languages (Figure 3.3): 
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Figure 3.3, Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) Languages 

 

3.2.1.1 Observations and Measurements (O&M) 

O&M is a Standard model and XML Schema for encoding observations and 

measurements from a sensor, both archived and real-time. This standard model 

allows representing and exchanging observation results. The term Observation 

(om:Observation) is an act of observing a property of a feature 

(om:FeatureOfInterest) at a certain point in time. (“Note: om is used as a name 

space in the Observation and Measurements schema and is placed with a colon 

before parameters which are defined in this model” [12]). Measurement is the 

numeric value for the observed property. There are some elements that must be 

recognized in order to create O&M model such as feature of interest, observed 

property, procedure (sensor), time (phenomenon time and result time), and 

offering. The time when the property of a feature is observed is called the 

phenomenon time and the time when the observation is processed after sampling 

is called the result time. In most of times the phenomenon time and the result time 

are the same. The procedure is the description of the process used to create result. 

To access observation and retrieve the required information, all the produced 

observation from procedures must be encoded according to the O&M model. This 

can be done dynamically via transactional profile called Insert Observation or 
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manually by designing O&M UML model and implementing it in the database. 

The response format of GetObservation request is also encoded into the O&M. 

Thus, this information model plays a critical role in SWE GetObservation. The 

basic observation model is shown in Figure 3.4. According to this figure, an 

observation has a relationship with a procedure (that performs an observation 

through some processes), an observed property, phenomenon (which shows the 

properties of the feature that is observed), and a feature of interest (which 

represents the real-world and it carries the properties observed via some 

processes). In addition, the observation result can be any types. There is no 

restriction for the result’s type. The concept of O&M is shown as a UML diagram 

which is an object oriented model and provides different perspective based on 

user-needs.   

 

Figure 3.4, Basic observation model of O&M, [12] 

 

Thus, it is inevitable to identify these initial factors (feature of interest, procedure, 

phenomenon (observed property), time) in order to implement SWE system. 

According to the Figure 3.4, the observation shall support five attributes, five 

associations, and four constraints. The attributes are: 
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 Parameter (named value) 

 Phenomenon time 

 Result time 

 Valid time 

 Result quality 

 

As the Figure 3.5 shows, the observed property is consistence with the feature’s 

type. In addition, the procedure shall be suitable for observed property; therefore, 

it should be convenient for the type of the feature of interest as well. These 

parameters are modelled as a constraint in the SOS database when the logical data 

model is implemented. 

 

 

Figure 3.5, The UML class diagram for observation model, [12] 
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In this research work, this standard is designed as a UML model and implemented 

in the SOS database.  Since the objective of INSPIRE is to allow for increased 

accessibility and interoperability within and between organizations and nations 

through the exchange of information in a standardized way, this standard format 

could largely contribute to this aim.  

3.2.1.2 Transducer Model Language (TransducerML) 

TransducerML is a conceptual model and XML schema to describe transducers 

and to support real-time streaming of data to and from sensor systems. The 

TransducerML is an application and presentation layer communication protocol 

for exchanging live streaming or archived data to (i.e. control data) and/or sensor 

data from any sensor system. The sensor system can be one or more sensors, 

receivers, actuators, transmitters, and processes. 

3.2.1.3 Sensor Model Language (SensorML) 

Sensor ML is the standard language, models, and XML schema which describes 

sensors system and processes. In addition, it provides information used to discover 

sensors, sensor observation’s location, and taskability. It also supports the 

processing and analysis of the sensor observation. SensorML describes the 

interface and taskable parameters by which sensor tasking services can be enabled, 

and allows information about the sensor to accompany alerts that are published by 

sensor systems [18]. SensorML provides this ability to have high access to the 

environmental information on the field. One of the biggest advantages of using 

this model is decreasing the time lag between the time when the data is measured 

on the field and when it will be available for decision makers. The reason is that 

the language or the data representation is uniform and simple in SensorML.  In 
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addition, it brings the possibility for the end-user to integrate, analyse and assess 

the systems used in many different fields.  

3.2.1.4  GeographyML (GML) 

GML is an encoding standard for representation of geospatial data and geometry. 

The GML model has a straightforward representation using the UML model. 

Features are represented in UML by objects, where the name of the feature type is 

used as the name of the object class, and in GML instances by XML elements, 

where the name of the feature type is used as the name of the element. Standard 

properties of GML objects are description, descriptionReference, name, and id. 

GML supports the description of geospatial application schemas for information 

communities. It also enables the creation and maintenance of linked geographic 

application schemas and datasets.  

 

 

Figure 3.6, Data presentation in different web applications using GML 
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3.2.2 Service model 

The service models for SWE are shown in Figure 3.7.  

 

 

Figure 3.7, Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) Web Services 

 

3.2.2.1 Sensor Observation Service (SOS) 

SOS is a standard service by which a client can obtain observations from one or 

more sensors/platforms in a standardized way. It essentially provides an API for 

managing deployed sensors and for retrieving their observations and aims to 

provide a standard means of access to all types of sensors and sensor systems, 

including remote, in-situ, fixed and mobile sensors.  SOS allows a user to send 

requests based on spatial, temporal and thematic criteria [4]. This standard 

provides interoperability between different repositories and end users. 

Furthermore, implementing this system increases accessibilities to the different 

environmental data in critical situation. The implementation of this service is a 

challenging issue since the main users of this system are from two different groups 

with different expectations and perspectives. In particular, those who are mainly 

using in-situ sensors and those who deal with remote sensors. SOS aims to 

carefully model sensors, sensor systems and observations in order to cover all 
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different kinds of sensors and to support the different requirements of users in the 

case of using sensor data in an interoperable way [10]. For modeling sensor 

observations, SOS uses O&M encoding and for modeling sensors and sensor 

systems, it uses the TransducerML and SensorML specifications. In addition, SOS 

provides a functionality to insert observations and register sensors as a 

transactional model dynamically. SOS goes a long way in providing 

interoperability between repositories of heterogeneous sensor data and 

applications that use this data. The sensor data can be either observations or 

descriptions of the producing sensors containing metadata like calibration 

information, positions, etc.  

 

Figure 3.8, Sensor Observation Service schema 

 

In the Figure 3.9, the whole process for sensor data consumer is shown. According 

to this figure the user can have direct access to the SOS system to get observations 

or this SOS can be a proxy which has access to another SOS system and can 

provide observation results.  

 

Figure 3.9, The process for sensor data user, [10] 
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3.2.2.2 Sensor Alert Service (SAS) 

SAS is a Standard Web service interface for publishing and subscribing to alerts 

from sensors. It provides a push-based access to observations. The operations of 

the SAS are classified into the two parts: data producer (sensor) and data 

consumers (client). 

 

Figure 3.10, SAS operations 

 

Each sensor registers its observations by advertising them into the system. Figure 

3.11 shows one example in which the sensor registers its observation into the SAS 

system. The advertisement contains following information: Feature of interest, 

Operations area, and Alert massage structure. 

 

Figure 3.11, Example of advertise request 
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3.2.2.3 Sensor Planning Service (SPS) 

Standard Web service interface for requesting user-driven acquisitions and 

observations. This is the intermediary between a client and a sensor collection 

management environment. It offers a standardized interface for the control of 

sensors and simulations. The mandatory operations in SPS are GetCapabilities, 

and DescribeTasking. At first the user will invoke the capabilities document in 

order to identify available sensors as well as the supported operations. Then, by 

calling the DescribeTasking operation user can request the information needed to 

submit the request.  

 

 

Figure 3.12, SPS whole operations 
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3.3 Definition identifier URNs in OGC namespace 

Universal Resource Names (URNs) in the “OGC” URN namespace is used to 

identify the definitions. The definitions consist of definitions of Coordinate 

Reference Systems (CRSs) and related objects (like feature geometry or bounding 

box), and some resource type in case of OGC Web Services. URI (Uniform 

Resource Identifier) as a string characters to identify a name or a resource on the 

Internet classifies into two groups. One is URN as a name and another is URL as 

locator. In some cases like GML-based encodings or in the OWS where URI is 

required then URN can be used.  

3.3.1 URN definitions 

The URN definitions can be used for three types of objects [13]: 

 Single objects 

 Not-completely-specified objects  

Not-completely-specified objects are objects without values for a few 

identified parameters. The format of URN for these objects is as follow: 

urn:ogc:def:objectType:authority:version:code:value1:value2 

When the possible values for parameters cannot be named; therefore, not-

completely-specified is so useful.  

 Combined objects  

A URN for combined objects is a concatenation of the URN’s of individual 

objects.  

urn:ogc:def:objectType,objectType:authority:version:code,objectType:a

uthority:version:code 

URN is a persistent identifier that has no relation with location (it is independent). 

In addition, it is useful for interoperability. OGC URN schema has the general 

form: 
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urn:ogc:{category.label}:{resource.group}:{resource.type}{resource.subtype}

?{[doc.id]}?:{[resource.label]}?:{[release]}?: {[parameters]} 

The category label must be one of “specification”, “service”, “def” or “tc”. 

  

3.3.2 URN for single object 

The URN for single object shall have the form [13]: 

urn:ogc:def:objectType:authority:version:code 

The list of objectType is explained in the Table 3.1: 

Table 3.1, “ObjectType” values for definitions in OGC URN namespace, [13] 

“objectType” value URN references Object type defined in 

axis coordinate system axe definition 9.3 in OGC 05-103 

axisDirection axis direction code definition 9.4 in OGC 05-103 

coordinateOperation coordinate operation definition 11.1 in OGC 05-103 

crs coordinate reference system definition 8.2 in OGC 05-103 

cs coordinate system definition 9.2 in OGC 05-103 

datum datum definition 10.1 in OGC 05-103 

dataType data type definition D.1 in OGC 05-007r4 

derivedCRSType derived CRS type code definition 8.3 in OGC 05-103 

documentType document type definition 4. in OGC 05-020r4 

ellipsoid ellipsoid definition 10.2.2 in OGC 05-103 

featureType feature type definition 
a specified in an application schema 

(ISO 19109) 

group operation parameter group definition 11.2 in OGC 05-103 

meaning parameter meaning definition D.1 in OGC 05-007r4 

meridian prime meridian definition 10.2.1 in OGC 05-103 

method operation method definition 11.2 in OGC 05-103 

nil explanations for missing information 8.2.3.1 in OGC 05-108r1 

parameter operation parameter definition 11.2 in OGC 05-103 

phenomenon observable property definition 6.2 in OGC 05-087r2 

pixelInCell Pixel in cell code definition 10.3 in OGC 05-103 

rangeMeaning range meaning code definition 9.4 in OGC 05-103 

referenceSystem value reference system definition D.1 in OGC 05-007r4 

uom unit of measure definition 
 

verticalDatumType vertical datum type code definition 10.3 in OGC 05-103 
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The authority part shall be the OGC-specified abbreviation. In the Table 3.2, the 

list of authorities is defined.  

 

Table 3.2, “Authority” values for definitions in OGC URN namespace, [13] 

“authority” 
value 

Referenced authority Reference to specification Use for “code” value 
Use for 

“version” 
value 

EDCS 
Environmental Data 

Coding Specification 
ISO/IEC 18025:2005 

Label or Code column 
value  

2005 

EPSG EPSG database http://www.epsg.org/ 
EPSG numeric identifier 

value 
Database 

version 

OGC 
Open Geospatial 

Consortium  
Clause 8  

Values specified in Clause 
8  

Values 
specified 

in Clause 8  

SI 
International System of 

Units 

ISO 1000:1992, 

http://www.bipm.fr/en/si/ 
Values from Symbol 

column of tables  
2000 

UCUM 
Unified Code for Units of 

Measure  
hhttp://aurora.regenstrief.org/UCU

M 
“Case sensitive” form of 

code  
none 
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4 Methodology 

A key challenge in realizing the Sensor Web is to know how can we automatically 

access and integrate with different  types  of  spatio-temporal  data  that  is  

observed  by  sensors  or  generated  using simulation models. In order to achieve 

the interoperability, in terms of accessibility to the interest observation, OGC 

SWE standards have a critical role to play. As already mentioned in the aim and 

scope section, the main focus of this work is to evaluate how these standards, 

more specifically SOS and O&M are suitable for environmental monitoring data 

in Naturvårdsverket.  

To implement the SWE standards (SOS and O&M), two main layers are 

evaluated: 

 Sensor layer 

In this step, the O&M model is designed as the conceptual data model, UML 

model, and then the logical data model is implemented in the database and the 

final step is the physical data model in which observation is inserted and stored in 

the database. The ground water data for Sweden is evaluated in this step.  

 Sensor web layer 

This interface provides a bridge between sensor resources and applications. Here, 

SOS is set up for ground water data. Since one of the main challenging issues in 

Naturvårdsverket is having different data formats for environmental monitoring 

observations; therefore, this interface, SWE, is used to see how this problem could 

be solved.   

To implement SOS, the 52°North SOS system is set up. This open source software 

is based on OGC SWE specifications and it is written in java.  This system is run 

under Apache-Tomcat server and it is connected to the PostgreSQL database 

through JDBC API. The most important core of this research work is to design a 
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UML based on O&M standard and implement it in PostgreSQL. In order to insert 

observation into the database, java and SQL languages are used.  

Three mandatory core operations of SOS, i.e., GetObservation, GetCapabilities, 

and DescribeSensors, are evaluated. In the GetObservation operation, the request 

must be encoded according to the O&M specifications and the results must also be 

encoded into this format. This operation has a critical role to play since it allows 

the client to retrieve observation in terms of critical situation. Therefore, the 

implementation of one standard model, i.e., O&M, is inevitable in the stand-alone 

Sensor Web technology. Afterwards, the GetObservation results encoded in XML 

document are parsed using .NET framework to see how this operation would 

provide efficient discovery, access, and processing of sensor data. In addition, in 

the DescribeSensors operation, the request is encoded based on the SensorML 

specifications. The response is also encoded into this format.  

 

4.1 Sensor Observation Service (SOS) 

SOS is the standard web service interface used to request, filter, and retrieve 

observations and sensor system information. This is the intermediary between a 

client and an observation repository in real or near real-time sensor network. In 

order to use this service, all the observation must be encoded into O&M format. 

To perform GetObservation operation, the request must be encoded according to 

the O&M model and the response format of this operation is also encoded into this 

standard format. Thus, it is inevitable to know how the observation must be 

modeled using O&M standard encoding. Since SOS provides accessibility to the 

required information, decision makers can make the right decision in terms of 

critical situations. Using SOS incredibly enhances interoperability by providing a 

repository to store all the observation which comes from procedure in a standard 

format.  
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4.1.1 ObservationOffering 

SOS uses ObservationOffering as a place to organize the collected sensor system 

observations. An ObservationOffering is similar to a “layer” in WMS. Typically, 

it is a group of observations with no spatial or temporal overlapping among them. 

There are some constrains for each ObservationOfferings that are characterized by 

the following [10]: 

 Specific sensor systems that report the observations 

 Time period(s) for which observations may be requested (supports 

historical data) 

 Phenomena that are being sensed 

 Geographical region that contains the sensors 

 Geographical region that contains the features that are the subject of the 

sensor  observations (may differ from the sensor region for remote 

sensors) 

These factors should be taken into the consideration for SOS service instance in 

order to minimize an empty response for a query such as GetObservation request 

or server error. Each GetObservation request would search for offering to find the 

required information. Generally the following parameters are mandatory elements 

that must be provided in ObservationOffering. 

 Time (phenomenon time, result time) 

 Procedure 

 ObservedProperty 

 FeatureOfInterest 

 ResponseFormat 

 

ObservationOffering can be illustrated by considering two different sensors that 

report two different phenomena, the speed of wind and the air temperature. If 

these two sensors report information about the same weather station, then they can 
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be considered as the same offering or layer. On the other hand, if these two 

sensors belong to two different weather stations or report data in a non-

overlapping time period, then they should be considered as a separate 

ObservationOffering [10]. If these two sensors which measure two different 

properties (i.e., temperature and wind speed) from one feature (one position), then 

either sensors can be set to the same offering with the name of ‘Weather 

conditions’ or each sensor can have an own offering and name them for example 

‘Temperature’ and ‘Wind Speed’. On the other hand, if one sensor measures one 

property (i.e. wind speed) from different features, then we can have either one 

offering or many offerings; for example each feature has an own offering like 

‘Wind Speed feature 1’, ‘Wind Speed feature 2’, ... or just ‘Wind Speed’ for all 

the features. One sensor can occur in many offerings and one offering can have 

many sensors. A sensor can measure many phenomena at many locations 

(features). Thus, providing ObservationOfferings in O&M model should be taken 

in to the consideration for implementation of SOS system. In each GetObservation 

request, the client must specify the offering id in order to make it possible for the 

service (SOS) to find the observation of interest. Due to the fact that each offering 

has a relation with other mandatory elements of the system, providing the offering 

id which is the primary key of its table would contribute connection with other 

elements especially observation table. Therefore, it is important to group 

observation with the same offering id. In this work, the relations between offering 

and other mandatory elements such as feature of interest, procedure, phenomenon, 

and observation is designed in O&M UML model and implemented in the 

database.  

 

4.1.2 The observation model 

SOS is designed to provide the ability for the end user to have access to the sensor 

data. Thus, whole information must be encoded to the standard format that is 
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unique for the SOS system.  This format, called O&M, is one of the key languages 

of encoding of SWE. According to this model, whole information is transformed 

to the understandable format in which observed property, features of interest, 

procedures (sensor) should be recognized. The whole information is encoded to 

this data format (O&M) when they are inserted to the database and the output 

results from SOS are also encoded in this format. To achieve interoperability in 

the SWE platform, in general, and the SOS system, specifically, it is critical to 

find the phenomenon (observed property) and its units of measure. Therefore, the 

observation model is the most important key to implement in order to deploy 

sensor system.  

4.1.3 52°North SOS  

To achieve interoperability, new sensor systems are generated to connect sensors 

from the field to the internet. Thus, researchers and developers are trying to design 

and implement the new systems which help to contribute developing Sensor Web 

systems and also satisfy the need of decision makers in critical situations as in 

reliability, performance of the system and so forth. Using the interoperable sensor 

systems allow scientists to analyze tasks without the need to know how sensor 

data should be handled.  There are some Sensor Web systems that allow client to 

access the sensor data and also import sensor data in to the system for further use.  

The system which is used in this research work is designed by 52°North. The 

52°North SOS system is the open source software written in JAVA. In order to use 

this program, PostgreSQL with PostGIS extension should be set up. This database 

is the core of Sensor Web 52°North in which the data model based on O&M must 

be designed. In addition, this program uses Apache Jakarta Tomcat as a server. 

The design of 52°North SOS system is based on 4 tier web architecture as it is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1, SOS Architecture, [11] 

 

The data layer connects user to the database or source data. To enable the user to 

use different data sources, the data access for each operation is implemented using 

the Data Access Object (DAO) pattern.  The Business Logic Layer which is the 

central part of this implementation receives request from presentation layer. Then, 

after processing the request it sends it to the data layer using operator listeners. In 

order to implement further application, the user needs only to implement 

additional listeners and corresponding DAO and put the listener operator into the 

configuration folder of 52°North SOS system. The HTTP request and response are 

handled in Web Tier part of this implementation.  To achieve further protocol 

support, it is only required to provide communication between this servlet and 

other classes. Using this system enhances interoperability in case of retrieving 

interest observation since the data is structured in a standard format. Thus, it is 

more convenient for the client to use the information using this system. 
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4.1.4 SOS core operations 

The SOS operations follow the general pattern from OGC Web Services (OWC). 

These operations are divided into four profiles: core, enhanced, transactional and 

entire. SOS comprises three mandatory core operations that must be implemented. 

They are as follows [10]:  

 GetCapabilities 

 DescribeSensors 

 GetObservation 

Since the main objective of this work is to see how SOS would contribute to 

achieve the environmental monitoring observation in a standard data format; 

therefore, these core operations are set up. This functionality would help to 

increase accessibility to the sensor data received from environmental monitoring 

repositories and increase interoperability, by providing the standard data model for 

all the information.  

4.2 Observation and Measurements (O&M) 

O&M is one of the OGC standards that define a conceptual model for observation 

and sampling features. In fact, it implements the conceptual model as an XML 

encoding to represent the spatio-temporal measurements. To achieve data through 

SWE framework, whole information must be encoded into the O&M standard. In 

addition, a response format for the SOS service, particularly GetObservation 

request, is also encoded into this standard. In this section, the data model based on 

O&M is designed and implemented into the SOS database. The result, which 

ground water data is used as a sample, is given in section 5 by performing SOS 

system.  
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Figure 4.1, Basic concept for data model 

 

4.2.1 Classification of observation according to the result type 

Observations can be classified into two groups based on the type of the results. 

Observations may have two kinds of values, single-valued or multi-valued. In case 

of multi-valued, observation is distinguished into two parts [12]. 

 

 If the multi-valued observation is constant over the spatial position or 

time period. 

 If the multi-valued observation is changing over the spatial position or 

time period. 

 

4.2.1.1 Observation with constant result 

Observations with constant results (when the property of the feature of interest is 

not changing over the time or position) can be modeled into six groups. This 

classification is as following [12]: 

 CountObservation (integer type) 

 CategoryObservation (textual value) 

 TruthObservation (Boolean values)  

 GeometryObservation 
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 TemporalObservation 

 ComplexObservation (multi-component phenomenon)  

 Measurement 

 

4.2.1.2 Observation whose result varies 

When the observed property (phenomenon) values change over the time or spatial 

position, then the observation-type is considered as discrete coverage. The feature 

which is associated with the coverage can be generic like ocean, surface of the 

earth or the atmosphere. The fact is that the value of one or more properties 

changes over the feature [12].  

 PointCoverageObservation (point samples in a feature of interest) 

 DiscreteCoverageObservation 

 TimeSeriesObservation 

 ElementCoverageObservation 

 

According to this specification, ground water data used in this work is considered 

as TimeSeriesObservation since the values of feature properties have changed over 

the time. Figure 4.2 shows the spatial variation of the ocean’s properties with 

coverage-valued properties (Temperature illustrated as an example).  

 

Figure 4.2, Modelling the ocean as a feature, [11] 
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4.2.2 Sampling feature 

In some circumstances, the ultimate domain-specific features are not accessible. 

Therefore, the procedure cannot obtain values for the domain feature. In addition, 

sometimes the values gained by the procedure are not consistent with the type of 

the ultimate feature of interest. In some cases, however, the feature is not 

observable like remote feature. For instance, a remote sensing observation may 

obtain the reflectance colour, when the investigation is actually interested in 

vegetation type and quality. The feature which contains reflectance colour is a 

scene or swath, while the feature carrying vegetation properties is a parcel or tract. 

Therefore, the proximate feature of interest represents the sample design in order 

to estimate the value for the observed property of the domain feature. In fact, the 

sampling feature intends to sample a particular domain feature. When the value of 

the observed property changes on the geospatial feature, a spatial sampling feature 

can be used. Therefore, the spatial sampling feature is more dependent on the 

spatial dimension than time. In general, the spatial sampling feature is less time 

dependent. The spatial sampling feature has one attribute and two associations 

[12].  
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Figure 4.3, Spatial sampling features [12] 

 

In this research project, the feature of interest is considered as a sampling point 

since the ultimate domain feature is not recognizable for the ground water data. 

The chemistry of water in underground aquifer is sampled at one or more positions 

in a well or bore. As described in the study area, at SGU observation is measured 

by taking some samples at the feature of interest location.  

 

4.2.3 Data model implementation 

In order to conduct the data in an interoperable way, it is important to consider 

O&M standard when the data is collected, stored or managed in a database. 
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Database design has a critical role to play in the SWE to increase the efficiency of 

data retrieval.  

One aspect of this project is to implement the stand-alone data model to store and 

retrieve environmental monitoring data in a relational database. The aim of 

designing the relational database is to optimize data retrieval for the analyzer and 

decision maker and provide one standard format for distributing information 

among different users. In addition, it provides the possibility to make different 

types of queries based on several demands. The data model is based on UML 

specifically structured diagrams.  Structure diagrams show the static structure of 

the system with a focus on the elements of each system. These class diagrams 

allow developers and decision makers to design the system because they cover 

different types in each system. These types can be considered in UML model as 

the following [14]: 

 Class 

 Data type 

 Component 

 Interface 

 

When the UML diagram is modeled, some objects have certain relationships 

which they should be clarified in modeling. One of these relationships is the 

associations which both classes know about each other’s attributes and relations. 

The data model implemented for this work is based on O&M standard and it is a 

generic template which supports all the observation from environmental 

monitoring. This data model uses the PostGIS spatial extension to PostgreSQL.  

The data model considered for the environmental monitoring data in 

Naturvårdsverket, specifically SGU’s ground water data, is based on the 52°North 

implementation standard. The 52°North SOS data models is based on O&M model 
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since it has implemented the OGC SOS. Figure 4.4 shows the basic observation 

model as a UML diagram for 52°North.  

 

Figure 4.4, UML diagram of basic observation model of O&M specification, [15] 

 

An observation can be considered as an act of observing the phenomenon. In other 

words, it can provide the property value for a feature. For example, it can provide 

the value (e.g. 27° Celsius) for a property (e.g. temperature) of the feature of 

interest (e.g. weather station) at a certain timestamp. However, a measurement is a 

specialized observation with numerical values.  According to the Figure 4.4, the 

basic observation model consists of five parts as the following [15].  

 Procedure element (usually sensor) 

 Phenomenon which has been observed 

 Feature of interest 

 Sampling time 

 Location 

 Observation result 

 Offering 
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These elements are important to identify in order to implement the SOS system. 

The current 52°North SOS system uses the conceptual model as shown on the 

Figure 4.5. The data model implemented for this project follows almost the same 

schema since some parameters like quality or domain feature could not recognized 

for ground water data. However, depending on different data layout it is possible 

to model database based on 52°North implementation. As already mentioned, the 

observation data model based on O&M is designed for SOS implementation to 

provide a standard format for sharing information and making it easy for all 

decision makers to have access to the data and analyze it. Appendix A provides 

information about the logical schema.  

In order to design spatial model for the database, it is necessary to follow three 

steps respectively: 1. Design conceptual model 2. Design logical model 3. Design 

physical model. In the first step the conceptual model as the ER diagram is 

designed by considering the main entities for the O&M model and the 

relationships between them. Then, the logical model is designed by creating tables 

and considering the relationships as FK. Finally, the ground water data is imported 

and stored into the tables as physical model.   

As already mentioned, the relational database is used to model relationships 

between environmental monitoring data to implement SOS. There are four types 

of relationship in the relational database: one-to-one (1<->1), one-to-many (1<-

>*), many-to-one (*<->1), and many-to-many (*<->*).  Based on these concepts, 

the relationship considered for the data model implementation is many-to-many. 

For example, each observation can be measured for different features of interest 

and each feature of interest has many observations. Figure 6.5 is the general ER 

diagram implemented by 52°North, but in this project some of these entities and 

relationships are implemented. The core element is observation entity that each 

GetObservation request would invoke to find it (all the observation values are 
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stored in this table). But this entity has to have relationship with other basic 

entities like feature of interest, procedure, offering, and phenomenon. All these 

relations are shown in this figure. Based on this concept the core data model for 

SOS database is designed. All these relations are illustrated in Figures 4.6, 4.7, 

4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. 
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Figure 4.5, ER-diagram  of current data model of SOS PostGIS database, [15] 
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In ground water chemistry data, there are some monitoring sites that are 

distributed in the whole of Sweden. In this research project, these monitoring sites 

are considered as both features of interest and procedures. According to the O&M 

standard, identifying the feature of interest, procedure (sensor) and the observed 

property are significant. Considering the relationships between these entities, on 

the other hand, has a critical role to play. The conceptual model designed for the 

ground water chemistry data consists of following tables [15]: 

1. Feature_of_interest table: The data about feature of interest is stored in this 

table. The geometry of these data with reference to the SWEREF 99 is stored 

in the geometry column. Feature_of_interest_id is considered as a primary 

key (PK).  

2. Offering table: In order to implement Get Observation request for SOS, it is 

mandatory to consider implementing this table. The offering table stores the 

name and the id of the offering. The other information (procedure id, 

phenomenon id, feature of interest id) for the ObservationOffering is queried 

from the relation tables (e.g. foi_off, proc_off, phen_off,) or from the 

observation table. The PK is offering_id that is the URN based on the OGC 

definition. Whenever updating the offering table, it is necessary to restart the 

SOS system.  

3. Phenomenon table: This table contains information about observed property. 

The only important values that are required for this table are phenomenon_id 

as PK (should be the URN specified by OGC) and value_type that can be 

integerType, doubleType, floatType for numerical values textType for textual 

(categorical) values. It is also important to identify the units of measurements 

for the observed property.  
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4. Procedure table: The information about the procedure is stored in this table. 

URN based on the OGC URN best practices is considered as the 

procedure_id, which is the PK. 

5. Observation table: The observation table aggregates the data of an 

observation event such as sample time, observed property (phenomenon), 

feature of interest, procedure (sensor), offering, and observation values. All 

these values are stored in a separate table. In observation table, 

feature_of_interest_id, procedure_id, offering_id, phenomenon_id are foreign 

keys (FK). It is important to ensure that the values which are going to insert 

in this columns have existed in the referenced tables. In addition, 

observation_id is considered as a PK.  

6. Foi_off table: The many-to-many relationship between offerings and features 

of interest is realized in this table.  

7. Proc_foi table: The many-to-many relationship between procedure and 

features of interest is realized in this table. 

8. phen_off table: This table represents the many-to-many relationship between 

phenomenon and offering table.  

9. proc_phen table: This table represents the many-to-many relationship 

between procedure and phenomenon table. 

10. proc_off table: This table represents the many-to-many relationship between 

procedure and offering table. 

The most important relationships that should be designed are shown in Table 4.1. 

In addition, there are also other relationships between the major elements of O&M 

like procedure, feature of interest, phenomenon and offering. These relationships 

must be designed as well. 
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Table 4.1, Relationship that defines additional information about tables 

 

Table Field Type Field Table 

Observation 
 

Observation 

 
Observation 

 

Observation 
 

 

Procedure_id 
 

phenomenon_id 

 
offering_id 

 

feature_of_interest_id 

 

 

*<->* 
 

*<->* 

 
*<->* 

 

*<->* 

 

 

Procedure_id 
 

phenomenon_id 

 
offering_id 

 

feature_of_interest_id 

 

 
Procedure 

 

Phenomenon 
 

Offering 

 
Feature of 

Interest 

 

 

 
The following figures show the conceptual modelling of O&M for SOS database. 

These diagrams illustrate the main entities and their attributes. The relationship 

between the main entities is shown as well.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6, UML diagram between Observation and other entities in the data model 
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As the Figure 4.6 shows, the whole concept covered by O&M is considered in 

designing the database. The most important table is Observation which has a 

critical role to play in SOS system since the entire clients try to retrieve 

observation using SOS interface. Therefore, it is significant to consider this 

element and also its relations to other parameters in O&M. As Figure 4.6 depicts, 

considering relations with other elements like phenomenon, features of interest, 

offering and procedure are inevitable in order to design SWE system. Using FK in 

observation table contributes to this aim. However, these parameters should be 

considered as a PK in their own tables.  In addition, the relationships between 

other tables are also pointed to design for SOS system. All these relationships can 

be seen in Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11. According to these figures, one table 

that consists of the PK of two other tables should be created in which these 

parameters are considered as both the PK for that special table and the FK which 

relates that table to the two other referenced tables.  

 

 

Figure 4.7, UML model between Offering and Phenomenon 
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Figure 4.8, UML model between Procedure and Feature_of_interest 

 

 

Figure 4.9, UML model between Procedure and Offering 
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Figure 4.10, UML model between Feature_of_interest and Offering 

 

 

Figure 4.11, UML model between Procedure and phenomenon 
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After designing the conceptual models, the next step is to implement the logical 

models in the database as tables and considering the relationships between entities 

as FK. Then, these tables should be filled by environmental monitoring data in the 

physical data model step. On the one hand it is just a matter of importing data, but 

on the other hand it is important to follow the definitions which are behind the 

relational database especially for SOS systems. Generally, SOS interface through 

HTTP protocol creates a connection to the database, in this case PostgreSQL, and 

retrieves information. The structure for data retrieval for SOS system is written in 

java specifically for this application. Thus, if one relation is missing in the 

database design, the server would send an error which represents the corruption in 

the system. To design a data model (based on O&M), all the tables are created and 

the connections between them are considered as a main fact. Some sample results 

are shown is Figures 4.12, 4.13 that are completely towards the aim. 

 
 

Figure 4.12, Relationship between observation, feature of interest and procedure tables 
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Figure 4.13, Relationship between observation, phenomenon and offering tables 

 

Besides these main tables, there are also other middleware tables which define the 

relationships between the main tables. In the data model designing, it is important 

to consider them. All these tables are designed in UML diagram (Figures 4.7, 4.8, 

4.9, 4.10 and 4.11). One of the sample design tables in the database with its 

relationships is shown in Figure 4.14. This sample figure shows the relationships 

between offering and feature of interest table. Based on this figure, table foi_off 

considered as a middleware table and it consists of feature_of_interest_id and 

offering_id. These parameters are used as a PK for this table and FK to connect 

this table to the referenced tables (feature_of_interest and offering).  
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Figure 4.14, Relationships between offering and feature of interest tables 

 

To achieve interoperability, it is important to consider the fact that O&M is the 

generic data model which can support all the information from different sensors. 

This standard supports all kind of data since it defines the conceptual model that 

classifies all the information into the different tables with specific definition. 

Nevertheless, based on these definitions, it is obvious which information is 

important to collect when we are dealing with the Sensor Web concept. For 

example, it is inevitable to know what the feature of interest and its geometry is. 

This can be follow by finding the procedure, observed property, and the offering.  
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4.3 Sensor Model Language (SensorML) 

The main aim of SensorML is to define standard models and XML encoding in 

order to define the platform for sensor’s geometric, dynamic and observational 

characteristics. It provides the descriptions for sensor discovery and the analysis of 

sensor observations. 

One of the most challenging issues in monitoring the earth’s environment is the 

problem with low-level sensor data and also the information that needs to be 

provided in order to process these data. To achieve this aim, SensorML has a 

critical role to play for preserving information measured from sensors.  

Based on the type of sensor and its platform, sensor system can be stationary or 

mobile. For example a remote sensing can be fixed to the ground or be on the 

aircraft (mobile). Similarly, in-situ water quality sensors might be fixed to the 

station or mobile on the boat [18].  

 

4.3.1 The importance usage of SensorML 

Today, one standard format description for sensor data is so needed since to 

protect the earth’s environment it is vital to have access to the archive of 

information that are encoded to one standard format.  

In case of software support, having the standard format allows the software to 

analyse and process the sensors in a short time. It provides simple API for end 

user for the process and geolocation of the sensors.   

In another case, it can be considered as one of the key standards of SWE. 

“SensorML provides all the information that is needed to discover sensors such as 

sensor’s capabilities, location, and taskability [18]”. This brings new possibilities 

for the end user to task sensors and retrieve all the needed information for decision 

making.  
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However, SensorML is an important key for SWE to contribute the enablement of 

future sensor web; it can also be dependent of SWE framework and use in another 

sensor system architecture.  

 

4.3.2 Applications of SensorML 

Three fundamental ways could be considered for implementing SensorML 

depending on different needs. The first approach is to implement a sensor system 

that is valid for a long time. Then, it is also possible to update the sensor system 

by considering the parameters that are varying over time as a potential input for 

the system. This system can support both online and archived data.  Another 

approach provides sensor system for a certain period of time. For example, in case 

of remote sensing one can consider satellite images as a metadata that is useful for 

processing or geolocating the imagery data.  Then, there is no need to have access 

to the information collected by that sensor. The third approach considers 

SensorML document as a structure to process further information. This way is 

more used in scientific point of view [18]. Nevertheless, one could provide the 

process chain to geolocate the observations without any need to know how these 

observation are made. 

 

4.3.3 SensorML conceptual model 

All components in SensorML are considered as a process. This means that all 

components which are modelled as a process take some inputs and through some 

methods generate outputs. Thus, the whole process contains input, output and 

some parameters. The process method is used to transform input values to output 

by using some parameters [18]. 
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Figure 4.15, Conceptual model for process as UML, [18] 

 

The SensorML encoding rules uses the SWE common data types. Within this 

encoding format the schema for different data types is referenced through some 

files that are provided by http://www.opengis:net/swe. For example it should be 

encoded inside the XML file like: 

(xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.0.1") 

In this encoding it is important to consider input values and output values for the 

sensor model. 

http://www.opengis:net/swe
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Figure 4.16, Example of input values for ground water data 

 

This example (Figure 4.16) only shows one observed property sample for the 

ground water data, but this encoding file can be extended for all the observed 

properties by the sensors. 

 

 

Figure 4.17, Example of output values for ground water data 

 

 

As Figure 4.17 illustrates, the sample offering is considered as an output inside the 

SensorML encoding file, but it is possible to consider all the offerings measured 

by sensors in the same file. As this file will parse and insert into the database; it 

has to contain offering elements to determine the correct information for the 

sensors and measured phenomena. 
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4.4 Experimental data 

The data which is used in this research is supplied by SGU, Ground water 

Chemistry Data for the whole of Sweden. SGU has a particular responsibility for 

furnishing high quality Groundwater data. It is mandated by the Environmental 

Protection Agency to digitally collect and host the data both in national and 

regional environmental monitoring data and SGUs ground water network. At SGU 

sampling takes place at a number of fixed stations so that it should be possible to 

track trends over time. For each station, therefore, information on when the sample 

is taken, the measuring station location, analysis, and values of the subjects are 

analyzed. In this computer hosting the ground water chemistry data includes 1100 

solid sampling stations. Metadata recorded are the coordinates of sampling point, 

soil type and date. Since time series are long for some stations, and analytical 

methods have changed over time, it would be valuable to have more information 

about the method used. Details, however, are planned to be available when SGU 

changes map service for about a year. Furthermore, standards are the procedures 

used in sampling and analysis. Geographic locations of sample points are specified 

in SWEREF 99 coordinate reference system. 48 observed properties are measured 

for ground water chemistry data in this organization. 
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Figure 4.18, Ground water data in Sweden 
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5 Results 

In this section the core operations of SOS are implemented and the results are 

shown as GetCapabilities, GetObservation, and DescribeSensor. The most 

important key is the data model that is designed as O&M and implemented in the 

database. All the observation from sensors must be structured according to this 

data format. The result from GetObservation which is an XML file is encoded into 

O&M. After implementing these core operations, one application is developed in 

.NET to connect to the 52°North SOS system to send the GetObservation request 

through SOAP Post and receive the response in XML format. Then, the special 

results based on the users request are retrieved.  

 

5.1 GetCapabilities 

GetCapabilities operation provides the interface for any client to access metadata 

about a specific service, which in this case is SOS. After sending the request to the 

server, this service returns the normal metadata document that is structured 

according to the WSDL. This document includes metadata about special server 

abilities such as data and formats that are available from that server. Generally, it 

provides service description for the requester. A request to perform 

GetCapabilities should follow the structure as described in the Figure 5.2 and 

Table 5.1 [6]. 

Table 5.1, Parameters in GetCapabilities operation request, [6] 

Names  Definition  Data type and value  Multiplicity and use  

service  Service type identifier  

Character String type, not 

empty value is OWS 

type abbreviation (e.g., 

“WMS”, “WFS”)  

One (mandatory)  

request  Operation name  

Character String type, not 

empty value is operation 

name (e.g., 

“GetCapabilities”)  

One (mandatory) 
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Accept Versions 

Prioritized sequence of 

one or more 

specification 

versions accepted by 

client, with 

preferred versions 

listed first  

Sequence of Character 

String type, each not 

empty Value is list of 

x.y.z “version” values  

Zero or one (optional) 

when omitted, return 

latest supported 

version  

sections  

Unordered list of zero 

or more names of 

requested sections in 

complete service 

metadata document  

Sequence of Character 

String type, each not 

empty Value is list of 

section names allowed 

section names are 

specified by each 

Implementation 

Specification  

Zero or one (optional) 

when omitted or not 

supported by server, 

return complete 

service metadata 

document  

Update sequence 

Service metadata 

document version, 

value is “increased” 

whenever any 

change is made in 

complete service 

metadata document  

Character String type, not 

empty values are selected 

by each server, and are 

always opaque to clients  

Zero or one (optional) 

when omitted or not 

supported by server, 

return latest service 

metadata document 

accept Formats  

Prioritized sequence of 

zero or more 

response formats 

desired by client, 

with preferred 

formats listed first  

Sequence of Character 

String type, each not 

empty value is list of 

format identifiers 

Identifiers are MIME 

types of formats useful 

for service metadata 

documents  

Zero or one (optional) 

When omitted or not 

supported by server, 

return service 

metadata document 

using MIME type 

"text/xml"  

 

 

 

Figure 5.2, GetCapabilities operation request, [6] 
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5.1.1 Get request 

According to the OWS, the GetCapabilities request can be followed by sending 

this request:  

http://localhost:8080/52nSOSv3_WAR/sos?VERSION=1.0.0&SERVICE=SO

S&REQUEST=GetCapabilities 

Generally, the get capabilities support 6 parameters, but only two parameters 

(service and request) are required.   

http://hostname:port/path?SERVICE=WCS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities&

ACCEPTVERSIONS=1.0.0,0.8.3&SECTIONS=Contents&UPDATESEQUE

NCE=XYZ123&ACCEPTFORMATS=text/xml 

5.1.2 Post request 

GetCapabilities request can be also sent using post request. In this case, the XML 

document structured according to the OWS specifications will be sent to the 

server.  

 

Figure 5.3, GetCapabilities post request through SOS system 

 

http://localhost:8080/52nSOSv3_WAR/sos?VERSION=1.0.0&SERVICE=SOS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://localhost:8080/52nSOSv3_WAR/sos?VERSION=1.0.0&SERVICE=SOS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://hostname:port/path?SERVICE=WCS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities&ACCEPTVERSIONS=1.0.0,0.8.3&SECTIONS=Contents&UPDATESEQUENCE=XYZ123&ACCEPTFORMATS=text/xml
http://hostname:port/path?SERVICE=WCS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities&ACCEPTVERSIONS=1.0.0,0.8.3&SECTIONS=Contents&UPDATESEQUENCE=XYZ123&ACCEPTFORMATS=text/xml
http://hostname:port/path?SERVICE=WCS&REQUEST=GetCapabilities&ACCEPTVERSIONS=1.0.0,0.8.3&SECTIONS=Contents&UPDATESEQUENCE=XYZ123&ACCEPTFORMATS=text/xml
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As the Figure 5.3 shows, the normal GetCapabilities post request would be similar 

to this XML document. In this project, the .NET framework is used in order to 

connect to the 52°North platform and send the GetCapabilities post request. 

As already explained in section 5.1.1, it is important to build ObservationOffering 

due to the fact that the content part of capabilities document will invoke this 

parameter and the return response advertises of the whole data provided by SOS. 

This part is more explained in the next section (5.3.1.3). Figure 5.4-1 shows the 

whole parts of capabilities document that completely provides service metadata.   

 

Figure 5.4-1, Capabilities document, [26] 

 

All these parameters can be seen in GetCapabilities response as shown in figure 

5.4-2. 
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Figure 5.4-2, GetCapabilities parameters 

 

In the following section, the response of GetCapabilities request from ground 

water data is explained. 
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5.1.3 GetCapabilities response 

The response of GetCapabilities request is also encoded in XML format. This 

XML documents provides all the information about system metadata. 

 

Figure 5.5, GetCapabilities Response, [10] 

 

According to the Figure 5.5, the response document from GetCapabilities contains 

observation-offering-list. As already discussed, ObservationOffering is the way to 

organize the sensor observations in a group that will be used in a GetObservation 

request. Each ObservationOffering will be constrained by some parameters that 
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can be seen on the Figure 5.6. Each element in the ObservationOffering is derived 

from GML format.  

 

Figure 5.6, ObservationOffering, [10] 
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Figure 5.7, GetCapabilities response from SOS system 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the small part of the result received from the GetCapabilities 

request. The aim of this figure is to show how important is to create 

ObservationOffering since the service will search to find the offering, otherwise 

the server will send an error.  All the parameters which are marked in figure 5.7 

have values inside each ObservationOffering. These parameters are more 

explained in figure 5.8.  
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Figure 5.8, GetCapabilities response shows parameters for each ObservationOffering 
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Figure 5.8 shows the result receives from SOS system by sending GetCapabilities 

request. This results which are well structured and comprehensive show how well 

SOS system is implemented. The GetCapabilities response illustrates the 

characteristics of the SOS system by providing the whole information about 

coordinate reference system (CRS), spatial or temporal filtering and other 

information about sensors, feature of interest, and response format.  

 

5.2 GetObservation 

GetObservation operation is a request to retrieve observation from sensors that are 

encoded into the O&M standard. GetObservation request allows the client to 

retrieve information of interest by providing spatial or temporal filtering functions. 

There are some mandatory elements in GetObservation request that must be 

considered such as service and version. The version must be compatible with the 

specific service interface, in this case, SOS. According to the Figure 5.9 that is 

defined in XML schema notation (“for informative use only [10]”), the mandatory 

elements for GetObservation request is shown. These mandatory elements are 

offering, observed property, response format, which is depicted in the specified 

format. Nevertheless, defining Observation Offering for sensor data is one of the 

important factors in SOS implementation. Each GetObservation request is 

required to be provided by one ObservationOffering and at least one observed 

property. Therefore, it is important to consider these parameters when designing 

the data model. Besides these mandatory elements (offering, observed property, 

response format) in GetObservation request, users can define a bounding box and 

time period in order to obtain information in spatial or temporal extents as spatial 

or temporal filtering.  
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Figure 5.9, Get Observation Request, [10] 
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Table 5.2, Parameters of GetObservation Request, [10] 

Name Definition Data type and values 
Multiplicity and 

use 

service Service type identifier SOS One (mandatory) 

version 
Specification version for 

operation 
Version of SOS supported. One (mandatory) 

srsName 

Defines the spatial 

reference system that 

should be used for any 

geometries that are returned 

in the response. This must 

be one of the advertised 

values in the offering 

specified in gml:srsName 

elements. 

anyURI One (optional) 

offering 

Specifies the offering URI 

advertised in the 

GetCapabilities document. 

This must match the 

gml:name of the offering or 

be constructed as a URL 

with a fragment identifier 

resolving to the offering 

gml:id. All of the following 

parameters are dependent 

on the selected offering. 

anyURI One (mandatory) 

eventTime 

Specifies the time period(s) 

for which observations are 

requested. This allows a 

client to request 

observations from a 

specific instant, multiple 

instances or periods of time 

in the past, present and 

future. The supported range 

is listed in the selected 

offering capabilities. 

Ogc:temporalOps 
Zero or many 

(Optional) 

procedure 

The procedure parameter 

specifies the sensor 

system(s) for which 

observations are requested. 

anyURI 
Zero or many 

(Optional) 

observedProperty 

Specifies the phenomenon 

for which observations are 

requested. 

anyURI 
One or many 

(mandatory) 

featureOfInterest 

Specifies the feature for 

which observations are 

requested. This can either 

be represented by a 

reference to a feature ID 

advertised in the 

capabilities document or 

can be a spatial constraint. 

Ogc:spatialOps or 

sos:ObjectID 

Zero or one 

(Optional) 

result 

Provides a place to put in 

OGC filter expressions 

based on property values. 

This instructs the SOS to 

only return observations 

where the result matches 

this expression. 

Ogc:comparisonOps 
Zero or one 

(Optional) 
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responseFormat 

Specifies the desired 

resultFormat MIME 

content type for transport of 

the results (e.g. TML, 

O&M native format, or 

MPEG stream out-of-band). 

The supported output 

formats are listed in the 

selected offering 

capabilities. 

Character String type 

(MIME content type) 
One (mandatory) 

resultModel 

Specifies the Qname of the 

root element of an O&M 

Observation or element in 

the appropriate substitution 

group. The resultModels 

supported by a SOS server 

are listed in the resultModel 

elements of the offerings in 

the service capabilities. If 

the requested resultModel 

is not supported by the 

SOSserver, an exception 

message shall be returned. 

Qname 
Zero or one 

(Optional) 

responseMode 

Specifies whether results 

are requested in-line, out-

of- band, as an attachment, 

or if this is a request for an 

observation template that 

will be used for subsequent 

calls to GetResult. This is 

provided to allow the client 

to request the form of the 

response. The value of 

resultTemplate is used to 

retrieve an observation 

template that will later be 

used in calls to GetResult. 

The other options allow 

results to appear inline in a 

resultTag (inline), external 

to the observation element 

(out-of-band) or as a MIME 

attachment (attached). 

Inline 

out-of-band 

attached 

resultTemplate 

Zero or one 

(Optional) 

 

 

Figure 5.9 and Table 5.2 show the main parameters for GetObservation operation 

implementation. It is important to consider mandatory elements for 

GetObservation request. 

5.2.1 GetObservation request 

The GetObservation request can be sent through SOAP HTTP protocol using 

52°North post request. In this request, the user can define the required parameters 

for the time or spatial position. In addition, clients can determine the interest 
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information from a specific sensor or specific feature of interest. Observed 

properties can be also another parameter to be filtered by the user. Then, the server 

will look for the data and will connect to the database, in this case, PostgreSQL. 

 

Figure 5.10, Process for GetObservation request, [11] 

 

In the Figure 5.10 the whole process to send the GetObservation request is shown. 

As the figure presents, the server sends the request through some listeners into the 

database, here PostgreSQL, and then it will return the response encoded into the 

XML file based on O&M. These processes are implemented using java and in case 

of more functionality, it is needed to add some more listeners.  
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Figure 5.11, GetObservation request 

 

According to the Figure 5.11, the GetObservation request must include mandatory 

elements such as service, version, offering, observed property, and response 

format. It is also possible to filter information according to the time or spatial 

position. In this step, using .NET the GetObservation request sends to the server 

through 52°North. 
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5.2.2 GetObservation response 

The response format of GetObservation request is encoded according to the O&M 

standard. When, the data model in not correctly designed in the database, 

specifically when the relationships between tables are not defined, then the server 

encounters with problems. Thus, designing the relational database based on O&M 

standard has a critical role to play.  

 

Figure 5.12, Result from GetObservation request 

 

As the Figures 5.12 shows, users send requests to retrieve information about one 

observed property, for example gvtempf, (one observed property in SGU’s ground 

water data). Then, the response encoded into XML based on O&M is achieved. 

This response shown in Figure 5.14 is the small part of the information retrieved 

from the whole observation. By parsing this XML file, it is possible to find the 

required observations and show them in a way that is user friendly.  For example, 

the user can click on the point on the map and retrieve the whole information.  

This core function (GetObservation) is one of the useful operations in SWE for 

decision makers since they can retrieve whatever information in the standard 

format. Although this operation provides high accessibility to the observation, it 
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requires standard data model format. Considering O&M as a main standard format 

for data model designing would considerably increase the interoperability between 

different services. Figure 5.13 shows the result retrieved from GetObservation 

request. One application is developed in .NET which sends GetObservation 

request through SOAP Post to the 52°North SOS system. Through this system, the 

request is sent to the database to find the required information.  

 

Figure 5.13, GetObservation response in .NET 

 

5.3 DescribeSensor 

To retrieve information about sensors, one method is designed in SOS called 

DescribeSensor. It provides metadata about sensors and the observation collected 

by these sensors. All the information of sensor characteristics is encoded into the 

SensorML standard.  

Therefore, to retrieve sensor metadata all the information must be encoded into the 

SensorML standard using XML schema. There are some mandatory parameters to 
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create in order to send DescribeSensor request. They can be considered as 

following [10]: 

 OutputFormat 

 SensorID 

 Service 

 Version  

 

The OutputFormat must be considered as text/xml; subtype”SensorML 1.0.1”. 

This parameter should be entered into the procedure table to provide the 

possibility for the system to send the response otherwise the server will show an 

error. In addition, in order to receive response from the system the whole 

information about the sensors must be encoded into the XML file according to the 

OGC specifications. The file’s name must be set up in procedure table as 

description_url.  

 

 

Figure 5.13, DescribeSensor request operation about specific sensor 
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Figure 5.14, DescribeSensor response 

 

According to the Figure 5.14, the response format of DescribeSensor is also 

encoded into the SensorML. Regarding to the specific information about sensors, 

it is possible to encode the required information. Then, the user can retrieve the 

characteristics of the sensors and the needed information like special observed 

property using this operation. As it is obvious from the response of the 

DescribeSensor, the offering would be the most important element in order to 

implement the SOS system since every operation invokes to find this parameter.  
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6 Disscusion and recommendation 

As already explained in ObservationOffering section, one of the key parameters to 

deploy SOS system is to create ObservationOffering. To achieve this aim, it is 

important to find some parameters such as phenomenon time, result time, 

procedure, feature of interest, and observed property. Regarding to the SGU’s 

ground water data, there is no obvious description about time. Therefore, 

considering phenomenon time and result time are challenging issues. It is also 

difficult to find out if the feature of interest is the sampling point or the specimen 

because of the lack of information about feature of interest. In addition, there is no 

complete definition about sensors or process to make it easier to find the exact 

procedure. Since GetObservation request in SOS system invokes 

ObservationOffering, it is an inevitable task to create offering table in a database 

otherwise the service would send an empty response.  

Regarding to the data modelling, it is essential to consider correct relationships 

between elements inside the database otherwise it is too time consuming to solve 

the problem related to the server errors. Implementing the logical data model in 

the SOS database is caused some challenges due to not considering FK for 

middleware tables. For instance, it is important to connect feature of interest and 

offering tables; therefore, foi_off table is considered to connect these two tables by 

defining feature of interest id and offering id as FK and PK.  

In order to use this interoperable system, all the observations must be encoded in 

to the O&M standard. Therefore, it is important to consider basic parameters for 

this model when the data is collected or stored into the database. Regarding to the 

ground water data from SGU, considerable time is needed  to deploy SOS system 

since finding and defining these main parameters (feature of interest, procedure, 

observed property, offering, time (phenomenon time and result time)) is 

challenging issues.  
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Thus, the most important recommendation for organizations especially 

Naturvårdverket is to follow the O&M standard in order to deploy SOS. Using 

SOS considerably structures spatial data in a way that each decision maker can 

find the required information easily. While INSPIRE is foremost a SDI, it includes 

measured, modelled or simulated data.  The O&M is designed for this explicit 

purpose and can be used in INSPIRE to provide all these requirements. O&M 

should be used where the quality of property values shall be provided. Since there 

are some themes in INSPIRE (Geology, Oceanographic geographical features, 

Atmospheric conditions and Meteorological geographical features, Environmental 

monitoring facilities, and Soil) that have identified O&M relevant to their thematic 

domain; it is strongly recommended to Naturvårdsverket to use O&M.  

The sample data from SGU is not suitable for SOS since it has not a structured 

definition for O&M and this organization may need to consider this fact when the 

data is collected or stored. In addition, more metadata about time or other 

parameters may be needed to consider in data description in order to have one 

common data model. It is also recommended to implement transactional file in 

order to insert observation dynamically. This increases interoperability since each 

organization follows the O&M structure and imports its observation into the 

system. Since Naturvårdsverket is the central organization which provides 

environmental monitoring data, then it is time effective to have all the observation 

in one format. This means that other organization that collects observation sends it 

directly to the SOS system using transactional file.  In addition, it is strongly 

recommended to use Sensor Web system for air quality observation to speed up 

making a decision in case of air pollution. As one of the biggest issues in 

Naturvårdverket is to provide air quality information, SWE standards can be 

contributed to this aim by providing the spatio-temporal integration for air quality 

observation. 
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Using federated database could be also another recommendation since it provides 

accessibility to the heterogeneous databases. By implementing federated database, 

one central database which can be located in Naturvårdsverket can provide high 

accessibility to different information in different databases like SMHI, IVL, SGU 

and so forth.  In addition, the user can also be able to access any database using a 

standard data model. The federated database provides a complete view based on 

the user’s query and finds the information. By this, the user can have access to the 

different databases.  
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this work is to build an interoperable data model for environmental 

monitoring observation in Naturvårdsverket based on OGC-SWE standard 

formats. This aim is followed by evaluating the Sensor Web architecture which is 

the set of data model definitions and web service specifications. This architecture 

supports decision making in a way that gives the user the possibility to interact 

with different services such as WMS and WFS through HTTP request offering 

GET or POST.   

In this project, specifically, SOS service which enables clients to retrieve 

observation of interest is evaluated for ground water data received from SGU.  

This service relies on the observation transformed to the O&M GML model.  As 

the result from SOS shows, it is easier for the user to find the required information 

since all the data is encoded to the standard format.  As some developments are 

performed in .NET, since all the observation are encoded into the unique data 

format, it is considerably time effective to find the required information by parsing 

the XML file. For example, the user can specify the special feature of interest 

information in a specific time period and retrieve the observation. But, if the data 

as a text file or excel file is stored in the database, then it would be more time 

consuming to find the information because of the lack of enough information 

about sensors or features. 

To deploy SOS system, the O&M data model is designed as SOS database and 

filled with ground water data. This step is done successfully according to the result 

achieved from SOS operations. The result shows how we can contribute to the 

interoperable system since the data is structured to one common model. The 
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functionality offered by OGC-SOS supports decision makers to find correct 

information in a short time. Since all the observation structured in one common 

model, it is very time effective to search and find the data. In addition, this 

functionality by providing interoperable web services allows faster developing and 

powerful applications that are also cost effective. Beside this, this service is based 

on open source solutions like PostgreSQL, 52°NorthSOS system, OpenLayers, 

Java; therefore, it is more applicable for the users.  

Although SOS works well and shares sensor data online, there are still some 

enhancements to improve SOS functionality. This can be illustrated by different 

SOS services which have their own terminology and way to organize observation 

data.  These heterogeneous implementations increase the difficulty to search and 

access sensor data which would discourage clients from using SOS.  

The results received from SOS three operations (GetCapabilities, GetObservation, 

DescribeSensor) are encoded into the XML documents. These results show that 

when the observation is encoded into the standard format from the beginning, then 

it is easier to pars these documents and find the required information for the end-

users. As Figure 7.1 illustrates, through GetObservation operation, user can 

retrieve observations of interest for special features of interest, observed property 

and sensor. Furthermore, the result value for special observed property based on 

temporal filtering can be also retrieved. These parameters can be requested by 

making different queries. Based on this Figure (Figure 8.1), the GetObservation 

response is parsed using C# and the required observation is retrieved. Figure 7.2 

shows the results retrieved after parsing the GetObservation response.  If these two 

pictures are compared, it is obvious that we got the same result after parsing the 

XML file. Therefore, it is much easier for the user to find information. It is also 

possible to show these results on the table or anything else based on the user need.  
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Figure 7.1, GetObservation response 

 

 

Figure 7.2,  GetObservation result in .NET 
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The OGC-SWE architecture enables interoperability between different sensor 

networks. This platform enforces all the observation from different sources to be 

encoded to one common data model. As the need to access the right information is 

enhanced rapidly, for the decision makers; then it is required to spend time on this 

new technology, Sensor Web, which brings new possibilities for analysing spatio-

temporal information.  

 

7.2 Future work 

In this work new ways are explored to speed up accessibility to the interest 

information. One of these ways is to try a transactional model for inserting 

observation. This functionality is one of the SOS capabilities which encode 

observation into an O&M XML document dynamically. This method speeds up 

interoperability since it would be difficult for different repositories to access to the 

original database. By this, every repository sends its observation to the database 

without the need for the main organization to spend time in order to insert 

observation. The main organization, in this project, is the Naturvårdsverket in 

which each organization such as SGU, SMHI, that collects different 

environmental monitoring data for Naturvårdsverket, can use this method to 

structure its observation and send data to the central database in Naturvårdsverket. 

InsertObservation operation is the functionality which is provided by the 

transactional profile and makes the data provider to be able to send its observation 

in one standard format. 

Another interesting application would be to try registering sensors dynamically to 

the SOS system and seeing how they can send their data in a real time based on 

SensorML specification. For example, in some cases such as evaluation air 

pollution, it is applicable to have access to the air quality data in real time in order 

to speed up analysis and make the right decision. Thus, this functionality supports 
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registration of sensors measured air quality information into the system and sends 

all the sensor observation.  

The Figure 7.3 is the proposed idea for the future work. One of the more 

interesting applications is to develop Sensor Web system for the air quality data.    

 

Figure 7.3, Future model for the air quality observation 

 

According to the Figure, sensor data would be sending dynamically by 

RegisterSensor interface or offline using database to the SOS system. It is 

important to consider that all information must be encoded to the O&M standard 

before sending to the SOS. Then, WPS would be used to analyse information of 

interest encoded into O&M and again send these data to the SOS system. In this 

part, spatio-temporal aggregation of air quality observation is going to model in 

order to find the changes in air pollution. Finally, WMS or WFS would be used as 

web interaction between the client and the server.  
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Appendix A 

Creation of SOS database 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------- 

-- Tables for storing observations and metadata 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------- 

-- Table: observation 

-- represents observations  

CREATE TABLE public.observation 

( 

time_stamp timestamp with time zone NOT NULL, 

procedure_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

feature_of_interest_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

phenomenon_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

offering_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

text_value text, 

numeric_value numeric, 

mime_type character varying(100), 

spatial_value geometry, 

observation_id serial NOT NULL, 

  CONSTRAINT observation_feature_of_interest_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY 

(feature_of_interest_id) 

      REFERENCES feature_of_interest (feature_of_interest_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

      ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

  CONSTRAINT observation_offering_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (offering_id) 
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      REFERENCES offering (offering_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

      ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

  CONSTRAINT observation_phenomenon_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY 

(phenomenon_id) 

      REFERENCES phenomenon (phenomenon_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

      ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

  CONSTRAINT observation_procedure_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (procedure_id) 

      REFERENCES "procedure" (procedure_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

      ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

  CONSTRAINT 

observation_time_stamp_procedure_id_feature_of_interest_id__key UNIQUE 

(time_stamp, procedure_id, feature_of_interest_id, phenomenon_id, offering_id), 

  CONSTRAINT enforce_dims_spatial_value CHECK (st_ndims(spatial_value) = 

2), 

  CONSTRAINT enforce_geotype_spatial_value CHECK 

(geometrytype(spatial_value) = 'POINT'::text OR spatial_value IS NULL), 

  CONSTRAINT enforce_srid_spatial_value CHECK (st_srid(spatial_value) = 

3006)); 

-------------------- 

-- Table: offering 

-- represents offerings, which aggregate either phenomena or features of interest  

CREATE TABLE public.offering 

( 

offering_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

offering_name character varying(100), 

min_time timestamp with time zone, 

max_time timestamp with time zone, 

  CONSTRAINT offering_pkey PRIMARY KEY (offering_id) 

); 

-------------------- 

-- Table: feature_of_interest 

-- represents the feature of interest of an observation 
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CREATE TABLE public.feature_of_interest 

( 

feature_of_interest_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

feature_of_interest_name character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

feature_of_interest_description character varying(200), 

geom geometry NOT NULL, 

feature_type text NOT NULL, 

schema_link text, 

  CONSTRAINT feature_of_interest_pkey PRIMARY KEY 

(feature_of_interest_id) 

); 

-------------------- 

-- Table: phenomenon 

-- represents phenomena 

CREATE TABLE public.phenomenon 

( 

phenomenon_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

phenomenon_description character varying(200), 

unit character varying(30) NOT NULL, 

valuetype character varying(40) NOT NULL, 

composite_phenomenon_id character varying(100), 

om_application_schema_link text, 

  CONSTRAINT phenomenon_pkey PRIMARY KEY (phenomenon_id), 

  CONSTRAINT phenomenon_composite_phenomenon_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY 

(composite_phenomenon_id) 

      REFERENCES composite_phenomenon (composite_phenomenon_id) 

MATCH SIMPLE 

      ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

  CONSTRAINT phenomenon_valuetype_check CHECK (valuetype::text = ANY 

(ARRAY['textType'::character varying, 'numericType'::character varying, 

'spatialType'::character varying, 'commonType'::character varying, 

'externalReferenceType'::character varying]::text[])) 
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)); 

-------------------- 

-- Table: composite phenomenon 

-- represents composite phenomena (which are aggregations of single phenomena) 

CREATE TABLE public.composite_phenomenon 

( 

composite_phenomenon_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

composite_phenomenon_description character varying(100), 

CONSTRAINT composite_phenomenon_pkey PRIMARY KEY 

(composite_phenomenon_id)); 

-------------------- 

-- Table: procedure 

-- represents the procedure which produces the observation values 

CREATE TABLE public.procedure 

( 

procedure_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

description_url character varying(200), 

description_type character varying(100), 

sml_file text, 

actual_position geometry, 

activeboolean, 

mobileboolean, 

CONSTRAINT procedure_pkey PRIMARY KEY (procedure_id)); 

-------------------- 

Middelware tables 

--Table: phen_off 

-- represents the many-to-many relationship between phenomena and offerings 

CREATE TABLE public.phen_off 

( 

phenomenon_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 
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offering_id character varying(100) NOT NULL, 

CONSTRAINT phen_off_pkey PRIMARY KEY (phenomenon_id, offering_id), 

CONSTRAINT phen_off_offering_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (offering_id) 

REFERENCES offering (offering_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION, 

CONSTRAINT phen_off_phenomenon_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY 

(phenomenon_id) 

REFERENCES phenomenon (phenomenon_id) MATCH SIMPLE 

ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE NO ACTION); 

-------------------- 

Tables foi_off, proc_off, proc_phen, proc_foi would have the same structure as 

table phen_off.  
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Appendix B 

Insert observation into the SOS database 

Java code which calculates the phenomenon time and result time of each 

observation and insert them into the Offering table: 

importjava.sql.*; 

publicclassoffering_time { 

publicstaticvoid main (String[] arguments) 

{ 

try { 

Class.forName ("org.postgresql.Driver"); 

} 

catch (ClassNotFoundException e){ 

 System.out.println("could not find the driver"); 

 e.printStackTrace(); 

 return; 

} 

System.out.println("PostgreSQL JDBC Driver Registered!"); 

Connection conn = null; 

try { 

conn = 

DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:postgresql://localhost:5432/SosDatabase", 

"postgres","AB!vsTT.!"); 

} 

catch (SQLException e){ 

System.out.println("Connection Failed! Check output console"); 

 e.printStackTrace(); 

 return;  

} 
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if (conn != null) { 

 System.out.println("You made it, take control your database 

now!"); 

} else { 

 System.out.println("Failed to make connection!"); 

} 

if (conn != null){ 

try { 

Statement st = conn.createStatement(); 

ResultSetrs = st.executeQuery("SELECT column_name FROM 

information_schema.columns WHERE table_name='ground_water'"); 

    

String names = ""; 

while (rs.next()) 

{ 

String str = rs.getString("column_name"); 

names += str + "#"; 

} 

String[] names_arr = names.split("#");    

for(int j = 0; j <names_arr.length; j++) 

 { 

if(names_arr[j].equals("ph_lab")) 

System.out.println(j + " blablabla"); 

} 

for(int j = 41; j >= 41 && j < 88; j++) 

{ 

String qry1 = "UPDATE public.offering SET min_time = to_date(( SELECT dat 

FROM import.ground_water WHERE " + names_arr[j] + " <> '' ORDER BY dat 

ASC LIMIT 1), 'YYYY-MM-DD') WHERE (offering_id) = 

('urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:" + names_arr[j] + "')"; 

String qry2 = "UPDATE public.offering SET max_time = to_date(( SELECT dat 

FROM import.ground_water WHERE " + names_arr[j] + " <> '' ORDER BY dat 
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DESC LIMIT 1), 'YYYY-MM-DD') WHERE(offering_id) = 

('urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:" + names_arr[j] + "')"; 

st.executeUpdate(qry1); 

st.executeUpdate(qry2); 

} 

st.close(); 

rs.close(); 

conn.close(); 

}  

catch (SQLException e){ 

System.out.println("Connection Failed! Check output"); 

e.printStackTrace(); 

return;  

} 

} 

else { 

System.out.println ("Failed to make connection"); 

}  

} 

} 

This function was created to import all ground_water observation into the 

Observation table: 

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION 

import.ground_water_to_observation(colname character varying) 

  RETURNS void AS 

$BODY$ 

declare 

 arowpublic.observation%rowtype; 

 sqlvarchar; 
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begin 

sql := 'insert into public.observation 

SELECT  to_timestamp(dat, ''YYYY-MM-DD'') as time_stamp,  

''urn:ogc:def:procedure:OGC:1.0:'' ||lanskod || ''_'' || omr ||''_'' || stn as procedure_id,  

 ''foi_''  || lanskod || ''_'' || omr ||''_'' || stn as feature_of_interest_id, 

''urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:' || colname || ''' as phenomenon_id, 

''urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:' || colname || '''   as offering_id, 

null as text_value, 

to_number(replace(' || colname || ', '','', ''.''), ''99999999D999'' ) as numeric_value, 

null as mime_type, 

geom as spatial_value 

from import.ground_water 

where not ' || colname  || ' is null and not dat is null and not geom is null'; 

executesql; 

end; 

$BODY$ 

  LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE 

  COST 100; 

ALTER FUNCTION import.ground_water_to_observation(character varying) 

OWNER TO postgres; 

There are also other functions which are created in this work in order to insert 

observation based on O&M into the database.  
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Appendix C 

GetObservation request XML example 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"  

xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"  

xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"  

xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"  

xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"  

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0" service="SOS" 

version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:3006"> 

   <offering>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</offering> 

   <eventTime> 

      <ogc:TM_During> 

         <ogc:PropertyName>Sampling Time</ogc:PropertyName> 

         <gml:TimePeriod> 

            <gml:beginPosition>1962-01-14T00:00:00</gml:beginPosition> 

            <gml:endPosition>2011-11-20T00:00:00</gml:endPosition> 

         </gml:TimePeriod> 

      </ogc:TM_During> 

   </eventTime> 

   <procedure>urn:ogc:def:procedure:OGC:1.0:F_3_23</procedure> 
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<observedProperty>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</observedPropert

y> 

    <featureOfInterest>  

      <ogc:BBOX> 

         <ogc:PropertyName>gvtempf</ogc:PropertyName> 

         <gml:Envelope srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326"> 

            <gml:lowerCorner>-180 -90</gml:lowerCorner> 

            <gml:upperCorner>180 90</gml:upperCorner> 

         </gml:Envelope> 

      </ogc:BBOX>   

   </featureOfInterest> 

   <result> 

      <ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan> 

<ogc:PropertyName>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</ogc:PropertyN

ame> 

         <ogc:Literal>5</ogc:Literal> 

      </ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan> 

   </result> 

   <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat> 

   <resultModel>om:Measurement</resultModel> 

   <responseMode>inline</responseMode> 

</GetObservation> 
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Appendix D 

C# code to send GetObservation request to the SOS system and parse 

the response 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Linq; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Net; 

using send_request; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Xml; 

using getobservationrequest; 

using System.Diagnostics; 

 

namespace GetObservationRequest 

{ 

    class GetObservation 

    { 

        private HttpWebRequest MyGetObservationRequest = null; 

        private List<Observation> Observations = new List<Observation>(); 

        private Stopwatch timer = new Stopwatch(); 

        public GetObservation() 

        { 

            CreateGetObservationRequest(); 

        } 

        private void CreateGetObservationRequest() 

        { 

            if (MyGetObservationRequest != null) 

                return; 

 

            MyGetObservationRequest = 

(HttpWebRequest)WebRequest.Create(@"http://localhost:8080/52nSOSv3_WAR/

sos"); 

             

            timer.Start(); 

 

            MyGetObservationRequest.Method = "POST"; 

            MyGetObservationRequest.ContentType = "text/xml"; 

            MyGetObservationRequest.Accept = "text/xml"; 
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            StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 

            sb.Append(@"<?xml version=""1.0"" encoding=""UTF-8""?>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<GetObservation 

xmlns=""http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xmlns:ows=""http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xmlns:gml=""http://www.opengis.net/gml"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xmlns:ogc=""http://www.opengis.net/ogc"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xmlns:om=""http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xmlns:xsi=""http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"xsi:schemaLocation=""http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"service=""SOS"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"version=""1.0.0"" "); 

            sb.Append(@"srsName=""urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:3006"">"); 

            

sb.Append(@"<offering>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</offering>"

); 

            sb.Append(@"<eventTime>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:TM_During>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:PropertyName>Sampling 

Time</ogc:PropertyName>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:TimePeriod>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:beginPosition>1962-01-

14T00:00:00</gml:beginPosition>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:endPosition>2011-11-

20T00:00:00</gml:endPosition>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</gml:TimePeriod>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</ogc:TM_During>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</eventTime>"); 

            

sb.Append(@"<procedure>urn:ogc:def:procedure:OGC:1.0:F_3_23</procedure>"

); 

            

sb.Append(@"<observedProperty>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</o

bservedProperty>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<featureOfInterest>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:BBOX>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:PropertyName>gvtempf</ogc:PropertyName>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:Envelope 

srsName=""urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326"">"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:lowerCorner>-180 -90</gml:lowerCorner>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<gml:upperCorner>180 90</gml:upperCorner>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</gml:Envelope>"); 
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            sb.Append(@"</ogc:BBOX>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</featureOfInterest>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<result>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan>"); 

            

sb.Append(@"<ogc:PropertyName>urn:ogc:def:phenomenon:OGC:1.0:gvtempf</

ogc:PropertyName>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<ogc:Literal>5</ogc:Literal>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</result>"); 

            

sb.Append(@"<responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</respo

nseFormat>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<resultModel>om:Measurement</resultModel>"); 

            sb.Append(@"<responseMode>inline</responseMode>"); 

            sb.Append(@"</GetObservation>"); 

            string myxml = sb.ToString(); 

            Program.PutToRequestStream (MyGetObservationRequest, myxml); 

        } 

 

        public void CallGetObservationsSynchronously() 

        { 

            HttpWebResponse response = 

(HttpWebResponse)MyGetObservationRequest.GetResponse(); 

            timer.Stop(); 

            ReadDataFromResponse(response); 

        } 

 

        public void CallGetObservationsAsynchronously() 

        { 

            MyGetObservationRequest.BeginGetResponse(new AsyncCallback 

(GetObservationFinished), null ); 

        } 

 

        private void GetObservationFinished(IAsyncResult result) 

        { 

            HttpWebResponse response = 

(HttpWebResponse)MyGetObservationRequest.EndGetResponse(result); 

            ReadDataFromResponse(response); 

        } 

 

        private void ReadDataFromResponse(HttpWebResponse response) 

        { 
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            StreamReader input = new StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()); 

            //Console.WriteLine(input.ReadToEnd()); 

            string xml = input.ReadToEnd(); 

            XmlDocument mydoc = new XmlDocument(); 

            mydoc.LoadXml(xml); 

            //mydoc.Save(@"C:\Temp\xml\mygetobservation.xml"); 

            Observations.Clear(); 

 

            XmlNodeList nodes = mydoc.GetElementsByTagName(@"om:member"); 

 

            foreach(XmlNode Observationnode in nodes) 

            { 

                Observation obs = new Observation(); 

                try 

                { 

                    GoThroughChildNodes(Observationnode, obs); 

                } 

                catch 

                { 

                    throw new Exception(); 

                } 

                Observations.Add(obs); 

            } 

            foreach (Observation item in Observations) 

            { 

                WriteObservationToConsole(item); 

            } 

            input.Close(); 

        } 

 

        private void GoThroughChildNodes(XmlNode ParentNode, Observation 

CurrentObservation) 

        { 

            XmlNodeList CurrentList = ParentNode.ChildNodes; 

            foreach (XmlNode currentnode in CurrentList) 

            { 

                string NodeName = currentnode.Name; 

 

                if (NodeName.Equals("om:Measurement")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.Id = FirstAttributeValue (currentnode); 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("gml:timePosition")) 
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                { 

                    string[] splittext = currentnode.InnerText.Split('-', 'T'); 

 

                    DateTime dt = new DateTime(int.Parse(splittext[0]), 

                                                 int.Parse(splittext[1]), 

                                                 int.Parse(splittext[2])); 

                    CurrentObservation.TimePosition = dt; 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("om:procedure")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.Procedure = FirstAttributeValue(currentnode); 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("om:observedProperty")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.ObservedProperty = 

FirstAttributeValue(currentnode); 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("sa:SamplingPoint")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.SamplingPoint = 

FirstAttributeValue(currentnode); 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("gml:name")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.SamplingPointName = currentnode.InnerText; 

                } 

                else if (NodeName.Equals("om:result")) 

                { 

                    CurrentObservation.ResultName = FirstAttributeValue(currentnode); 

                    CurrentObservation.ResultValue= 

XmlConvert.ToDouble(currentnode.InnerText); 

                } 

                GoThroughChildNodes(currentnode, CurrentObservation); 

            } 

        } 

        private void WriteObservationToConsole(Observation item) 

        { 

            Console.WriteLine(item.Id); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.TimePosition); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.Procedure); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.ObservedProperty); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.SamplingPoint); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.SamplingPointName); 
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            Console.WriteLine(item.ResultName); 

            Console.WriteLine(item.ResultValue); 

            Console.WriteLine(((TimeSpan)timer.Elapsed).ToString() + "ms"); 

        } 

        private string FirstAttributeValue(XmlNode node) 

        { 

            string attribute_value = ""; 

            XmlAttributeCollection coll = node.Attributes; 

             

            if (coll.Count > 0) 

            { 

                XmlAttribute attribute = coll[0]; 

                attribute_value = attribute.Value; 

            } 

            return attribute_value; 

 

        } 

    } 

} 
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